
 
To: All Olympus Homeowners 
Re: Olympus Homeowners Association in Opposition to PSE’s “Energize Eastside’ Project 
 
Dear Olympus neighbors, 
 
Due to the concerns of Olympus residents heard by the OHA board, we have voted to oppose 
PSE’s proposed “Eastside Energy” project that would run through Olympus (line “M” in PSE 
materials). PSE envisions replacing the current north-south 115,000-volt power lines on 60-feet 
tall poles in Olympus with two lines of vertically spaced wires transmitting twice the power 
(230,000 volts) on poles up to twice as tall. 
 
We believe this project should be put on hold until all the facts from credible sources can be 
understood and that all reasonable alternatives to the proposed corridors have been thoroughly 
considered. From what we can gather to date, better solutions may exist or have not thoroughly 
been examined.  These alternatives include a combination of undergrounding lines, partnering 
with other local utility companies, local power generation, and electricity storage for peak 
demand, and conservation incentives which may alter the supply and demand forecast as 
presented by PSE.  PSE has had three years to plan the project, but the community thus far has 
had 3 months to respond and will have to live for decades by whatever decisions are made.  
 
There are multiple meetings happening in the near term which you are welcome to attend: 

 CAG South Sub-group Meeting: Renton Voc Technical Thursday May 15, 6:30-9PM.  
The Community Advisory Group (CAG) is the group that advises PSE of community 
concerns.  Dave Edmonds of Olympus is our representative. 

 Olympus Homeowner’s Association to New Castle City Council:  Tuesday July 1, 7-7:30. 
Keith Hargis, OHA’s president, will address issues of PSE’s plan relevant to Olympus. 

 Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) to New Castle City 
Council:  Tuesday July 15, 7:30-8.  Larry Johnson who is OHA’s City Liaison and co-
chair of 2 CENSE task forces will address issues of PSE’s plan relevant to the Eastside. 

 
Major factors we consider affecting the Olympus community include: 
 
Safety concerns:  Fuel pipelines to SeaTac Airport run along the same easement as the power 
lines. The pipelines are 50 years old. Safety concerns with operating heavy machinery on top of 
the pipelines as well as the danger of sinking foundations for 95-125 foot steel monopoles 
around the pipelines have not been seriously investigated or addressed. It is not clear that the 
contemplated pole structures can be safely placed within the existing easements.  Olympus is a 
high density residential area and an accident during construction or maintenance of the power 
lines may be catastrophic. A 1999 explosion of this very same gas pipeline in Bellingham killed 
three kids and caused massive property damage. All it took was a backhoe to rupture the 
pipeline. 
 
Easement Issues:  The existing easement along the Olympic pipeline in Olympus is 100 feet 
wide and narrower along some homes. The new 230kV power lines may require wider 
easements. The Olympus easements also date back to 1929, and the current poles and wires 
were installed in the 1960s when current homes in Olympus didn’t exist. Especially with 
existence of the gas pipeline, there is a concern that the 100 foot easement is not sufficient.  
PSE has taken the position the current 1929 easements are “adequate”, but has also stated that 
if they aren’t adequate, they will negotiate with individual homeowners to reach acceptable 
solutions. 
 



Health Concerns:  Long term exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMFs) from living close to 
overhead high voltage power lines raises significant health concerns for children and adults, 
including but not limited to interference with implanted defibrillators and pacemakers. It is not 
clear that PSE will be under recommended and regulated flux levels when the lines are 
operating at full capacity. 
 
Power Line Noise (PLN):  High voltage power lines can create a hum/crackle further degrading 
the quality of life we enjoy. PLN is amplified in high humidity conditions.  Pacific Northwest is 
among the most humid places in the USA. 
 
View obstruction and aesthetics:  Many Olympus residents have chosen this neighborhood 
because of the unique natural setting and fantastic views of the Cascades and Mt. Rainier.  
Proposed high voltage power line poles would be about 50-100% taller and may block mountain 
views for more residents detracting from the beauty we all hold dear.  The construction would 
also be an annoyance and damage the existing Olympus Trail which was recently installed.  
Below is a mockup of what one view may realistically look like. 
 

 
 
Loss of property values:  We believe that all of the topics above will negatively impact 
residential property values. According to local realtors, our property values may be reduced by 
5-20%, possibly even more for some homes. Particularly in a buyer’s market, it could also take 
2-3 times longer to sell. 20% (53 of the 268) Olympus properties are next to the easement. Their 
home values are likely to be affected more than already by the proposed line, but for many other 
homes, the current power line does not impact territorial views or views of the mountains. The 
230 kV line on taller poles will adversely impact more views and directly affect more property 
values. Once enough home values are impacted, all property values in the neighborhood will 
likely be affected, just like many foreclosures in a community affect all property values. While 
the effect of foreclosures is temporary, the negative effects of the power lines are permanent. 
PSE admits that it does not consider home density as a factor in its route selection alternatives.  
PSE has also stated that it does not foresee home value degradation nor will compensate for it.  
We believe that even if this is legal, it is not fair:  all beneficiaries of the expansion should bear 
the burden of all cost factors. 
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